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 link song zip torrent iso mac get it here get it now that's the only version i've seen Hi. If I upgrade from 10.04 to 10.10, will my home folder be migrated or do I have to make an effort to move it? coz_, could it be that i have some "hide menu icons" option in compiz? MarcGuay, i don't think so. as long as you don't have it mounted. at least i don't think so. i've never tried skar, that would be unlikely...
although it could be seidos: ok. Is there a risk in not mounting it? I keep hearing that deleting a directory with content could cause problems later. (after the upgrade) MarcGuay, i haven't tried. and i have experienced problems with time stamps and permissions not being updated. and i have lost permissions (when my /home partition was on another drive). i haven't had problems so far so i can't give
you much confidence. how can i use two monitor at same time?? seidos: Thanks, I'll stay away from doing that. MarcGuay: it might be easier to just backup everything and reinstall from scratch jrib: The server machine is on a network. I don't have a backup. Is there a way to easily accomplish this? (I'm not a beginner by any means, but I'm not an expert either) MarcGuay, i would personally opt to

backup the files and install 10.10 fresh jrib: I will probably upgrade it, and then do the same thing. That way I can easily switch back and forth. Thanks for your help. MarcGuay: I'd do a fresh install of 10.10 MarcGuay: copy /home to somewhere else (like an external drive), do a fresh install ActionParsnip: I plan to upgrade, but I was wondering if it would be possible to 520fdb1ae7
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